our favorite books
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THE MITTEN BY JAN BRETT
When Nicki drops one of his new white
mittens in the snow, he doesn’t even
notice it’s missing. One by one, the
woodland animals discover the mitten
and crawl inside, each one larger than
the last.
AMELIA BEDELIA BY PEGGY PARISH
Amelia Bedelia is a housekeeper who
takes her instructions quite literally.
Reading the list of chores that her
employer has left her, Amelia begins
with “Dust the furniture.” How odd,
Amelia thinks to herself. Young readers
will find this bumblingly charming,
eager-to-please housekeeper as
irresistible as Amelia Bedelia’s
employers do.
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THE NAPPING HOUSE BY AUDREY WOOD
“Everyone,” in this case is a snoring granny, a dreaming child, a dozing dog, a snoozing
cat, a slumbering mouse... and a wakeful flea! Uh-oh. Looks like the napping house
won’t be napping for long.
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IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE BY
LAURA JOFFE NUMEROFF
Who would ever suspect that a tiny little
mouse could wear out an energetic young
boy? Well, if you’re going to go around
giving an exuberantly bossy rodent a cookie,
you’d best be prepared to do one or two
more favors for it before your day is
through.

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE BY
MAURICE SENDAK
Where the Wild Things Are is one of those
truly rare books that can be
enjoyed equally by a child and a grown-up.
If you disagree, then it’s been too long
since you’ve attended a wild rumpus. Max
dons his wolf suit in pursuit of some
mischief and gets sent to bed without
supper. Fortuitously, a forest grows in his
room, allowing his wild rampage to
continueunimpaired.
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THE PAPER BAG PRINCESS BY
ROBERT N. MUNSCH
Elizabeth, a beautiful princess, lives in
a castle and wears fancy clothes. Just
when she is about to marry Prince
Ronald, a dragon smashes her castle,
burns her clothes with his fiery breath,
and prince-naps her dear Ronald.
Undaunted and presumably unclad,
she dons a large paper bag and sets
off to find the dragon and her
cherished prince.

